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Microeconomics is decision theory plus a theory of interac4on among decision-makers, in 
different environments. 
 
This is our working definiKon, and is not restricted to any specific field of science. 
 
This setup is very general and is used in other fields: poliKcal science, sociology, psychology, 
biology… 
 

We will see specific models of decision theory, and specific models of social interacKon, 
that are oPen used in economics. 
 
But it’s important to noKce the difference between general theory and parKcular 
models. 

 
We begin with decision theory. 
 
To build a theory of individual choice, we need some assumpKons: 
 

1. Choices are possible 
2. There is a defined subject that makes decisions, in some circumstance 
3. Choices follow some criteria 
4. Choices are subject to some restricKons 

 
1- Choices are possible. 

• Seems obvious, but sets us apart from many models from 19th century sociology. 
• Big discussions here. See Determined: a science of life without free will 

(Sapolsky 2023) 
• Important link to theory of agency in biology 
• We usually model this through restrictions (see point 4 below) 

2- There is a defined subject that makes decisions, in some circumstance 
• (Usually) It’s and individual, not a set of individuals such as family nor parts of 

an individual such as Id and Ego – but there has been much development in this 
direction. 



• We just need to separate individual from the whole society (or there would be no 
need to study interactions) 

• This is not the selfish agent assumption, which we can also make in particular 
settings 

3- Choices are made according to some criteria. 
• They are not purely random (at least not necessarily) 
• This is the same as saying as there is some objective. Could be anything: profit, 

utility, leisure, stability, time with loved ones, watching as many world cup 
matches as possible… 

4- Choices are subject to constraints. 
• One cannot simply choose ‘everything’. At the very least there is the opportunity 

cost of time. 
• This is not necessarily a budget restriction: could be time, attention, memory, 

information, ability to process information, or external factors such as physical 
environment or laws, or simply other agents. 

• In this course, we will consider a budget constraint, but this is just a particular 
case, and the absent restrictions are as important as the one(s) we will consider! 

5- Consistency requirement: equilibrium 
• Everyone is choosing according to the four previous assumptions at any point in 

time. 
• In other words: given the criteria and the restrictions at some point in time, no one 

would like to change their decision at that moment. 
• For a given individual, part of the environment is ‘other individuals making 

choices, and maybe they’re even taking my actions into account’ 
• This is NOT about absence of movement or change. There could be mistakes and 

regrets. 

 
We typically write the first four points as “Choose 𝑥 to solve 𝑀𝑎𝑥	𝑢(𝑥) subject to restricKons on 
𝑥” 
 
Then we move on to interacKon: no individual incenKve to deviate, given what others are doing. 
 
In short, our structure is opKmizaKon + equilibrium.  
 
This is very general. Hard to work without it. 
 
About assumptions 

We’ve barely begun and already have some big assumptions. 
 
We’ll make many other assumptions along the way. 
 

Pay attention to them: assumptions must be clearly understood. 



 
We usually write 𝐴 ⟹ 𝐵: we must be able to understand what happens (𝐵) under some 
circunstances (𝐴). 
 
This is NOT them same as stating 𝐵. (Think of the first welfare theorem.) 

 
Assumptions have a tradeoff. 
 

On one hand, they take away generality: if we assume economic agents have perfect 
memory, we must be cautious when applying our model to agents without perfect 
memory. 

 
On the other hand, they allow us to better understand a (more restricted) setting. 

 
This is the tradeoff of the lab rat. 
 

It’s easier to study, and we learn a lot from it, but must be aware of its limits. 
 

In our case, ‘homo economicus’, for example: simplest economic model: maximize uKlity 
subject only to a budget constraint. 
 
We study the homo economicus hoping to learn something about its distant cousin: 
homo sapiens. 
 
The more realist economic agent from behavioral economics is our ‘lab monkey’: the 
same tradeoff applies. 

 
Is there a way around this tradeoff? 
 

No: it comes from our own limitations, as we cannot pay attention and process all 
available information. 

 
 Think for a moment far from economics: zebras and lions. Where are their eyes placed? 
 

They “choose” to focus on some specific type of information, and give up on many 
things. 
 
It works according to some specific criterion: survival. 

 
In economics (and any other field of science), we will make assumptions, whether it’s clear or 
not. 
 
 The problem is the criterion we use to evaluate them. 
 
 No “given” criterion such as survival. 
 



 Major discussion about criteria, for every research question. 
 
We may put it another way: there is a tradeoff to realism. 
 

If it’s too much: can’t really understand what’s going on, can’t make predictions. Borges’ 
map. 
 
If it’s too little: you’ll understand clearly something not relevant to your research 
question. Drunkard looking for his keys under the lamp post, not where he lost them. 

 
In the end of the day, we use approximations, and we want predictions that can be tested to see 
whether these approximations are good enough. 
 
Keep in mind that external validity is always an issue, even when we have good empirical 
results, and this depends on how restrictive our assumptions are. 
 
(Must be extra careful with observational data!) 
 
Lastly, a point about representation: a model of reality is different from reality. 

 
Implication: solving a model in decision theory is different from actually making that 
decision. (Same reasoning holds for anything else in science.) 
 
Think of catching an object thrown to you (no actual functional analysis problem) or buying 
stuff at the grocery store (no actual lagrangian). 

 
This goes back to theory of agency in biology: consciousness, representation and abstraction. 
 
Important: if the modeler knows more than the agents in the model, this must be modeled too! 
It’s some form of restriction. 
 
As for criticism: 
 

When we criticize a model, we either say “𝐴 is not the relevant setup to consider” or “𝐴 
does not really imply 𝐵”. 
 
Considering a different setup (𝐴′ instead of 𝐴) is not really a criticism – it’s just ‘doing 
something else’. 
 
Think of political and relief maps, or flat maps and globes. 

 
 
We always have to ask: What are we building our models and theories for? What do we want to 
understand? 
 

Models are made to be used, not to be believed 



 
If they help us with something relevant, they’re doing their job: increase food 
producKon, cure a disease, decrease unemployment, etc. 

 
Mathematics 

 
Our assumpKons oPen generate a setup that may be analyzed mathemaKcally. Our 
opKmizaKon problem will be wri`en as something similar to: 

𝑀𝑎𝑥!	𝑓(𝑥) subject to some restricKon 𝑔(𝑥) ≤ 0. 

Yet, it is important to noKce the difference between language and tools. 

We use mathemaKcal language as in the example above. This does not mean we’re using 
any mathemaKcal tools yet: this could be wri`en in plain English. 

OPen we will use actual mathemaKcal tools: if 𝑓 and 𝑔 are differenKable funcKons, then we 
may use first-order condiKons. 

 
 
An additional point 

 
- As science advances, it becomes more conKnuous, and less discrete. 
- In economics, we fight too oPen over pe`y details (Freud: narcissism of small 

differences.) 
 
We will start with the most basic model: the tradiKonal homo economicus, our lab rat, whose 
only restricKon is budgetary. 
 
 
An example 

 
Lionel Page fascinaKng explanaKon of Prospect theory: 
 



 
 
 
This is the most cited paper in economics: people value what they have by considering it as a 
gain or a loss relative to a subjective "reference point" 
 
This point may be status quo, expectations, aspirations: not defined / agreed upon. 
 
Reference dependent preferences are a cognitive flaw? 
 
The biological basis of economic behavior (Robson 2001, JEL): Subjective satisfaction can be 
seen as an informative signal that helps us identify the best option. 
 
Eating, sleeping and having sex ‘feel good’ because they help us survive: subjective 
satisfaction is informative signal. 
 



 
 
But brain (neurological processes, more generally) have constraints when generating signals 
of satisfaction: 
 

- Signals must be bounded because there is a limited number of neurons to process them 
- Signals are not perfectly precise (drugs as hijacking) 

 
Hence: we are more likely to make mistakes when opKons are close. 
 

 
 



Can your system of perception be improved to reduce mistakes? 
 
 Yes. When the slope of subjective satisfaction increases, it reduces mistakes 
between options that are close. 
 

 
 
But saKsfacKon is bounded: physical limit to pleasure (that is, to informaKveness of signals). 
 
Then saKsfacKon cannot have a super high slope everywhere. 
 
The quesKon becomes: Where should the slope of subjective satisfaction be steeper to limit 
mistakes? 
 
The optimal solution is that it should be steeper where you are more likely to face options 
to choose from! 
 



 
 
See also Rayo and Becker (JPE 2007) and Netzer (AER 2009). 
 
Support from neuroscience: sensory systems respond to stimuli by following their 
distribution 
 
Reference-dependent preferences are not a cogniKve flaw. “They are an optimal solution, 
under irreducible biological constraints faced by our perceptual systems.” -> Efficient coding. 
 
Reference point is an expectaKon. 
 
Recent literature in economics and neuroscience. 
 
In short: again, we have the problem “Choose 𝑥 to solve 𝑀𝑎𝑥	𝑢(𝑥) subject to restricKons on 𝑥” 
 
RestricKons that don’t show up are as relevant as those that show up. 
 
Far from the only example… in fact, hard to think of economics without this structure (and hard 
in social sciences in general). 
 
What decisions are automaKc, and what are well-thought? (Do you think about where to brush 
your teeth every day?) 
 
Some difficult words 

 
This setup is an approach based on op4miza4on and equilibrium.  
 
SomeKmes we talk about ra4onal agents. 
 



All these words have mulKple meanings and lead to confusion. 
 
OpKmizaKon simply means that individuals make choices according to some criteria, given the 
relevant restricKons. 
 
But someKmes used as ‘perfect opKmizaKon’ or ‘hyper raKonality’, which needs not be the 
case. 
 
Rationality has different uses within microeconomics. First: similar to optimization under 
restrictions. Second: a particular set of basic assumptions on the decision-maker. We will use the 
latter. 
 
Sometimes (very often!) used in the sense of ‘super computational power’. This is usually the 
case in basic microeconomics: we only have a budget constraint, meaning there are no cognitive 
constraints. 
 
This is often referred to as ‘homo economicus’ of ‘homo rationalis’ and is simply our lab rat: we 
study it not because it’s realistic, but because it’s much easier to study, and many things we learn 
carry over to ‘actual’ humans. 
 
Equilibrium means there is no unilateral incentive to change in a given context.  
 
Sometimes used, even within economics, in the sense of physics: lack of movement, or some 
very stable movement. This is NOT the meaning of the word in microeconomics. 
 
 
Utility Maximization  

Basic model of individual choice:  

A decision-maker (DM) must choose one alternaKve x from a set X.  

Chooses to maximize a uKlity funcKon u.  

 u specifies how much uKlity DM gets from each alternaKve:  

𝑢 ∶ 	𝑋	 → 	ℝ 
 
Example: DM chooses whether to eat an apple or a banana.   

𝑋	 =	 {𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒, 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑎} 

UKlity funcKon might say u (apple)	= 7, u (banana)	= 12.   
 
Observe that we already started to use mathematics – but only as language. 

 
 



What do Utility Levels Mean? Hedonic Interpretation  
UKlity is an objecKve measure of individual’s well-being. 
 

Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters, 
pain and pleasure. It is for them alone to point out what we ought to do. . . By the 
principle of u<lity is meant that principle which approves or disapproves of every 
ac<on whatsoever according to the tendency it appears to have to augment or 
diminish the happiness of the party whose interest is in ques<on: or, what is the 
same thing in other words to promote or to oppose that happiness. I say of every 
ac<on whatsoever, and therefore not only of every ac<on of a private individual, 
but of every measure of government.  

Jeremy Bentham 

“ u (apple)	= 7, u (banana)	= 12” = apple gives 7 units of pleasure, banana gives 12 units of 
pleasure.  
 

This is not the standard way economists think about uKlity.  

 
What do Utility Levels Mean? Revealed-Preference Interpretation  

UKlity represents an individual’s choices.  

Individual choices are primiKve data that economists can observe.  
Choices are taken to reveal individual’s preferences.  
UKlity is a convenient mathemaKcal construcKon for modeling choices and preferences.  

“u (apple)	= 7, u (banana)	= 12” = individual prefers bananas to  apples.   
“u (apple)	= 2, u (banana)	= 15” = individual prefers bananas to  apples.   
 

Choice   
How can an individual’s choices reveal her preferences?  

A choice structure (or choice dataset) (ℬ, 𝐶) consists of:  

1. A set ℬ of choice sets 𝐵	 ⊆ 	𝑋.  

2. A choice rule 𝐶 that maps each B ∈	ℬ to a non-empty set of chosen alternaKves C (B) 

⊆ B. C is a correspondence. 

InterpretaKon: C (B) is the set of alternaKves the DM might choose from B. 
 



Preference   

Goal: relate observable choice data to preferences over X.  

A preference relaKon ≽ is a binary relaKon on X.  

“𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦” means “x is weakly preferred to y.’  

Given preference relaKon ≽, define:  
• Strict preference (≻): 𝑥	 ≻ 	𝑦 ⇔ 𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦 but not 𝑦	 ≽ 	𝑥.  
• Indifference (∼): x ∼ y ⇔ 𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦 and 𝑦	 ≽ 	𝑥.  

Think a little bit about logic and set theory here. 

 

Rational Preferences   

To make any progress, need to impose some restricKons on preferences.  
 
Most important: raKonality  

Defini&on (MWG Definition 1B1) 
 
A preference relaKon ≽ is raKonal if it saKsfies:  
 

1. Completeness: for all x, y, 𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦 or 𝑦	 ≽ 	𝑥.  

2. TransiKvity: for all x, y, z, if x ≽ y and y ≽ z, then x ≽ z.  

If ≽ is raKonal, then ≻	and ≽ are also transiKve. (Prove this!) 

Hard to say much about behavior of irraKonal DM.  
 
Maximizing a Preference Relation 

OpKmal choices according to ≽:  
 

𝐶∗	(𝐵, ≽) =	 {𝑥	 ∈ 	𝐵 ∶ 	𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦	𝑓𝑜𝑟	𝑎𝑙𝑙	𝑦	 ∈ 	𝐵} 
 
≽ raKonalizes choice data (ℬ, C ) if 𝐶	(𝐵) 	= 𝐶∗	(𝐵,≽) for all  𝐵	 ∈ 	ℬ  



Fundamental Question of Revealed Preference Theory  

When does choice data reveal that individual is choosing according to ra4onal preferences?  

Defini&on  
Given choice data (ℬ, C ), the revealed preference relaKon ≽∗ is defined by 𝑥	 ≽∗ 	𝑦	⇔ 

there is some 𝐵	 ∈ 	ℬ with 𝑥, 𝑦	 ∈ 	𝐵 and 𝑥	 ∈ 	𝐶	(𝐵)  

x is weakly revealed preferred to y if x is ever chosen when y is available. Notice that this 
allows for 𝑦 ∈ 	𝐶	(𝐵) as one may have 𝑥	~	𝑦. 
 

x is strictly revealed preferred to y if there is some 𝐵	 ∈ 	ℬ with 𝑥, 𝑦	 ∈ 	𝐵, 𝑥	 ∈ 	𝐶	(𝐵), 

and 𝑦 ∉ 	𝐶	(𝐵).  

 

WARP   

Key condiKon on choice data for ≽∗ to be raKonal and generate observed data: weak 

axiom of revealed preference (WARP). 

Defini&on  
Choice data (𝐵, 𝐶	) saKsfies WARP if whenever there exists 𝐵	 ∈ 	ℬ with 𝑥, 𝑦	 ∈ 	𝐵 and 𝑥	 ∈

	𝐶	(𝐵), then for all 𝐵′	 ∈ 	ℬ with 𝑥, 𝑦	 ∈ 	𝐵′, it is not the case that both 𝑦	 ∈ 	𝐶	(𝐵′) and 𝑥 ∉

	𝐶	(𝐵′).  

“If x is weakly revealed preferred to y, then y cannot be strictly revealed preferred to x.”  
 

WARP: Example  

𝑋	 =	 {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧} 

	ℬ	 = 	 {{𝑥, 𝑦	}	, {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧}}		 

Choice rule 𝐶$:	𝐶$	({𝑥, 𝑦	}) 	= 	 {𝑥}, 𝐶$	({𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧}) 	= 	 {𝑥}.   



SaKsfies WARP: x is weakly revealed preferred to y and z, nothing  is strictly revealed 
preferred to x.   

Choice rule 𝐶%:	𝐶%	({𝑥, 𝑦	}) 	= 	 {𝑥}, 𝐶%	({𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧}) 	= 	 {𝑥, 𝑦	}.   

Violates WARP: y is weakly revealed preferred to x, x is strictly  revealed preferred to y.  
This is Exercise 1.C.1 (MWG). 

 

A Fundamental Theorem of Revealed Preference   

Theorem  
If choice data (ℬ, 𝐶	) sa<sfies WARP and includes all subsets of X  of up to 3 elements, then 

≽∗ is ra<onal and ra<onalizes the data:  that is, 𝐶∗(𝐵,≽∗) 	= 	𝐶	(𝐵). Furthermore, this is 

the only  preference rela<on that ra<onalizes the data.  (MWG Proposition 1.D.2)  

Conversely, if the choice data violates WARP, then it cannot be  ra<onalized by any ra<onal 
preference rela<on. (MWG Proposition 1.D.1)  

For the first part: Remember ℬ is a set of sets: this condition states that it must include 
all sets of up to three elements. 
 
Check MWG example 1D1 to see that we cannot drop this assumption. 

Let’s prove the first part. We need to show that: i- ≽∗ is rational; ii- 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽∗) 	=

	𝑪	(𝑩); iii- ≽∗ is the only preference relation that satisfies ii. 

 

For item i, we must show that ≽∗ is complete and transitive. 

 

Complete. Take some {𝒙, 𝒚} ∈ 𝓑. This holds because {𝒙, 𝒚} has only two elements. Then 

either 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚}) or 𝒚 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚}) (or both). In the first case, 𝒙 ≽∗ 𝒚. In the second 

case, 𝒚 ≽∗ 𝒙. Hence ≽∗ is complete. 

 

Transitive. Take 𝒙 ≽∗ 𝒚 and 𝒚 ≽∗ 𝒛. Consider {𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛} ∈ 𝓑 (again, it has no more than 

three elements, so it belongs to 𝓑). We have to show that 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛}) because this 

implies 𝒙 ≽∗ 𝒛: transitivity. 



We know that 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛}) ≠ ∅. 

If 𝒚 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛}): since 𝒙 ≽∗ 𝒚, the weak axiom yields 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛}). 

If 𝒛 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛}): since 𝒚 ≽∗ 𝒛, the weak axiom yields 𝒚 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛}), and from the 

previous line we have 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛}). In any case, 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪({𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛}), as we wanted to 

show. 

 

This concludes the proof of item i. 

 

For item ii, we proceed in two steps. 

 

First: suppose 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪(𝑩). Then 𝒙 ≽∗ 𝒚 for all 𝒚 ∈ 𝑩. Hence 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽∗). In short: 

every element 𝒙 that belongs to 𝑪(𝑩) also belongs to 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽∗). In other words, 𝑪(𝑩) ⊂

𝑪∗(𝑩,≽∗).  

Second: suppose now 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽∗). 

Then 𝒙 ≽∗ 𝒚 for all 𝒚 ∈ 𝑩, as above. 

Hence for each 𝒚 ∈ 𝑩, there exists some 𝑩𝒚 ∈ 𝓑 such that 𝒙, 𝒚 ∈ 𝑩𝒚 and 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪N𝑩𝒚O: 

at the very least, one may choose 𝑩𝒚 = {𝒙, 𝒚}, which has only two elements and 

therefore belongs to 𝓑. 

Since 𝑪(𝑩) ≠ ∅, the weak axiom implies 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪(𝑩), by the same reasoning as in part 

i: whatever 𝒚 may belong to 𝑪(𝑩), it cannot be revealed as preferred to 𝒙 because 

𝒙 ∈ 𝑪N𝑩𝒚O and hence 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪(𝑩). 

In short: 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽∗) ⇒ 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪(𝑩), or 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽∗) ⊂ 𝑪(𝑩). 

 

Taking these two steps together, we conclude that 𝑪(𝑩) = 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽∗), finishing the proof 

of item ii. 

 

For item iii, remember that 𝓑 includes all two-element subsets of 𝑿. Hence the choice 

structure 𝑪( ) determines the pairwise preference over 𝑿 of any rationalizing 

preference. QED. 

The second part may be written as: if preferences are rational, then choice data (ℬ, 𝐶	)  
satisfies WARP. 



Let’s prove this.  

Consider 𝑩 ∈ 𝓑 such that 𝒙, 𝒚 ∈ 𝑩, and 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽). Then 𝒙 ≽ 𝒚. (“x is weakly 

revealed preferred to y”) 

Consider 𝑩' ∈ 𝓑 such that 𝒙, 𝒚 ∈ 𝑩', and 𝒚 ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩', ≽). Then 𝒚 ≽ 𝒛 for all 𝒛 ∈ 𝑩'. 

Transitivity then implies 𝒙 ≽ 𝒛 for all 𝒛 ∈ 𝑩'. 

But this is the same as saying 𝒙 ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩', ≽). 

That is, we cannot find any 𝑩' such that 𝒚 ≻ 𝒙. (“y cannot be strictly revealed preferred 

to x”) 

Hence, WARP is satisfied. QED. 

 

Theorem tells us how individual’s choices reveal her preferences: as long as choices sa4sfy 

WARP, can interpret choices as resul4ng from maximizing a ra4onal preference rela4on. 

We may conclude that if ℬ includes all subsets of X, then choice and preferences work 

together just fine. 

But this is too restricKve: think of budget sets. 

We use then the Strong Axiom of Revealed Preference, a “recursive closure” of the weak axiom. 

If 𝑥 is directly or indirectly revealed preferred to 𝑦, then 𝑦 cannot be directly revealed preferred 

to 𝑥. 

The Strong Axiom is more restricKve in general than the Weak Axiom (but they are equivalent 

for two goods). 

The Strong Axiom is a necessary and sufficient condiKon for choices to be generated by raKonal 

preferences. 



Question: choices usually follow WARP? 
 

Yes – even more than that. Bedi and Burghart (Economics Le`ers, 2018):  

“Choices made under the influence of THC, MDMA, and placebo were all GARP 

compliant. Thus, even when participants were acutely intoxicated with THC or MDMA, 

their choices remained consistent with the tenets of neoclassical choice theory.” 

GARP is the Strong Axiom that allows for non-unique optimal choices. 

Preference and Utility  
Now that know how to infer preferences from choice, next step is represenKng preferences 
with a uKlity funcKon.  

Defini&on  
A uKlity funcKon 𝑢 ∶ 	𝑋	 → 	ℝ represents preference relaKon ≽ if, for all 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦	⇔

	𝑢	(𝑥) 	≥ 	𝑢	(𝑦	)  

banana ≽ apple is represented by both 

𝑢(𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒) 	= 	7, 𝑢	(𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑎) 	= 	12  

and  

𝑢(𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒) 	= 	2, 𝑢	(𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑎) 	= 	15.  

If u represents ≽, so does any strictly increasing transformaKon of 𝑢.  

RepresenKng a given preference relaKon is an ordinal property.  
The numerical values of uKlity are cardinal properKes.  
 

What Preferences have a ULlity RepresentaLon?   

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0165176518302441


Theorem  
Only raKonal preferences relaKons can be represented by a u<lity  func<on.  (MWG 
Proposition 1B2) 

Conversely, if X is finite, any ra<onal preference rela<on can be  represented by a u<lity 
func<on.  (MWG exercise 1B5 - 'X finite' is only one possibility) 
 
Let’s prove the first part. 
 
We may write it as: ≽ is represented by utility function implies ≽ is rational. 
 
To show it’s rational, we have to show ≽ are complete and transitive. 
 
Let’s show first ≽ are complete. Consider 𝒙, 𝒚 ∈ 𝑿. 
 
𝒖(. ) ∈ ℝ implies that necessarily either 𝒖(𝒙) ≥ 𝒖(𝒚) or 𝒖(𝒚) ≥ 𝒖(𝒙). In the first case, 
by definition of 𝒖, we have 𝒙 ≽ 𝒚. Analogously, in the second case we have 𝒚 ≽ 𝒙. Hence 
≽ is complete. 
 
Let’s show now ≽ are transitive. Take 𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛 ∈ 𝑿 such that 𝒙 ≽ 𝒚 and 𝒚 ≽ 𝒛. We have to 
show that 𝒙 ≽ 𝒛. 
 
By definition of 𝒖(. ), it follows that 𝒖(𝒙) ≥ 𝒖(𝒚) and 𝒖(𝒚) ≥ 𝒖(𝒛). It then follows from 
the structure of the real numbers that 𝒖(𝒙) ≥ 𝒖(𝒛). Again, use the definition of 𝒖(. ) to 
conclude that 𝒙 ≽ 𝒛. This is what we wanted to show, concluding the proof. QED. 
 

What Goes Wrong with Infinitely Many AlternaLves?   

Lexicographic preferences:  dictionary system – e.g., ‘I’m not going by plane”. 

𝑋	 =	 [0, 1] 	× 	 [0, 1]		 

(𝑥!, 𝑥2) 	≽ 	 (𝑦1, 𝑦2	) if either   
𝑥$ 	>	𝑦$ or  

𝑥$ 	=	𝑦$ and 𝑥! 	≥	𝑦2  

Maximize first component. In case of Ke, maximize second component. 

Theorem  
Lexicographic preferences cannot be represented by a u<lity func<on. This is on MWG page 
46. 
 



Let’s prove this by contradiction. Assume there is a utility function representing the 
lexicographic preferences ≽. 
 
Fix some 𝒙𝟏 ∈ ℝ. Then: 
 

𝒖(𝒙𝟏, 𝟐) > 𝒖(𝒙𝟏, 𝟏) 
 
Both 𝒖(𝒙𝟏, 𝟐) and 𝒖(𝒙𝟏, 𝟏) are real number. We will use the following mathematical 
result: we can find a rational number between any two real numbers. 
 
Let’s call this rational number 𝒓(𝒙𝟏): 
 

𝒖(𝒙𝟏, 𝟐) > 𝒓(𝒙𝟏) > 𝒖(𝒙𝟏, 𝟏) 
 
Notice now that if 𝒙𝟏 > 𝒙𝟏' , then 𝒓(𝒙𝟏) > 𝒖(𝒙𝟏, 𝟏) > 𝒖(𝒙𝟏' , 𝟐) > 𝒓(𝒙𝟏' ). 
 
In short, 𝒙𝟏 > 𝒙𝟏' ⇒ 𝒓(𝒙𝟏) > 𝒓(𝒙𝟏' ). 
 
This means that 𝒓(. ) is a strictly increasing function, and hence it is a bijection from ℝ 
to ℚ. 
 
But this is not possible. QED. 
 
 

Continuous Preferences   

What if rule out disconKnuous preferences?  

Defini&on  
For X ⊆ Rn, preference relaKon ≽ is conKnuous if whenever 𝑥+ 		→ 	𝑥, 𝑦+ 	→ 	𝑦, and 

𝑥+ ≽ 𝑦+  for all 𝑚, we have 𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦.  

Lexicographic preferences are not continuous: see example 3C1 cont. 
 
Let’s show this. Consider two sequences of bundles: 
 

𝑥, = `
1
𝑛 , 0a 

 



𝑦, = (0,1) 
 
For any 𝑛 we choose, we have 1 𝑛b > 0, and hence 𝑥, ≻ 𝑦,. 
 
But lim

,→.
𝑥, = (0,0) ≺ (0,1) = lim

,→.
𝑦, 

 
That is, preference reverts in the limit: continuity does not hold, and hence ≽ are 
not continuous. QED. 

 
 

Theorem  
For 𝑋	 ⊆ ℝ𝒏, any con<nuous, ra<onal preference rela<on can be represented by a 

(continuous) u<lity func<on. This is MWG Proposition 3.C.1 – a bit advanced. 

 

The general proof is difficult. Let’s show a sketch, assuming additionally that preferences are 

monotone. 

Consider only two goods. (This is without loss of generality.) For any 𝜶 ≥ 𝟎, define the 

bundle (𝜶, 𝜶). 

Pick some 𝒙 = (𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐) ∈ ℝ1
𝟐 . Notice that monotonicity implies 𝒙 ≽ (𝟎, 𝟎). 

Notice also that if (𝜶i, 𝜶i) ≫ (𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐), then monotonicity implies (𝜶i, 𝜶i) ≻ (𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐). 

One may show that there is only one value of 𝜶 ∈ [𝟎, 𝜶i] such that indifference holds. 

We will call it 𝜶(𝒙): 

N𝜶(𝒙), 𝜶(𝒙)O~(𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐) 

Take 𝒖(𝒙) = 𝜶(𝒙). This is our utility function. QED. 

 

Notice that this is very general. Assumptions are not very restrictive (not even 𝑋	 ⊆ ℝ𝒏). 

 

Review of Revealed Preference Theory   

If choice data saKsfies WARP, can interpret as resulKng from  maximizing a raKonal preference 
relaKon.   



If set of alternaKves is finite or preferences are conKnuous, can  represent these preferences 
with a uKlity funcKon.   
UKlity funcKon is just a convenient mathemaKcal  representaKon of individual’s ordinal 
preferences.   
UKlity may or may not be correlated with pleasure/avoidance  of pain.   
 

Properties of Preferences and Utility Functions  

Doing useful analysis entails making assumpKons.  
Try to do this carefully: make clearest, simplest, least restricKve assumpKons.  
Understand what assumpKons about uKlity correspond to in terms of preferences, since 
uKlity is just a way of represenKng preferences.  
We now cover some of the most important assumpKons on preferences. (And, implicitly, 
on choices.)  

 

Setting/Notation  

For rest of lecture, assume 𝑋	 ⊆	𝑹𝑛 .  

Example: Consumer Problem: given fixed budget, choose how much of n goods to consume  

NotaKon: for vectors 𝑥	 =	 (𝑥$, . . . , 𝑥,	) and 𝑦	 =	 (𝑦$, . . . , 𝑦,	),  

𝑥	 ≥ 	𝑦 means 𝑥2 	≥	𝑦2  for all 𝑘	 = 	1, . . . , 𝑛  
 
𝑥	 > 	𝑦 means 𝑥2 	≥	𝑦2  for all 𝑘 and 𝑥2 	>	𝑦2  for some 𝑘  

𝑥 ≫ 𝑦 means 𝑥2 	>	𝑦2  for all 𝑘  
 

 For example, (2,3,4) 	> 	 (3,3,4) and (4,4,5) >> (3,3,4) 

 

For 𝛼	 ∈ 	 [0, 1], 



𝛼𝑥	 +	(1	 − 	𝛼)𝑦	 =	 (𝛼𝑥$ 	+	(1	 − 	𝛼)𝑦$, . . . , 𝛼𝑥, 	+	(1	 − 	𝛼)𝑦,)  

This is a convex combinaKon for each coordinate. 

Monotonicity: Preferences: “All goods are desirable”  

DefiniKon (MWG 3B2) 

≽ is monotone if 𝑥	 ≥ 	𝑦 implies x ≽ y. 

≽  is strictly monotone if 𝑥	 > 	𝑦 implies 𝑥 ≻ 	𝑦.  

 For example, strict monotonicity implies (2,3,4) ≻ 	 (1,3,4). 

Monotonicity: Utility   

If preferences are monotone, what does that mean for the uKlity funcKon?  

Theorem (MWG Exercise 3B1) 
Suppose u<lity func<on 𝑢 represents preferences ≽. Then:  
 

𝑢	𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔⇔	≽ monotone	 
𝑢	𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦	𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔⇔	≽ strictly	monotone 

 
Let’s prove this. 
For the first part: 

𝒖	𝒏𝒐𝒏 − 𝒅𝒆𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒈 ⟺ 
[𝒙 ≥ 𝒚 ⟺ 𝒖(𝒙) ≥ 𝒖(𝒚)] ⟺ 

[𝒙 ≥ 𝒚 ⟺ 𝒙 ≽ 𝒚] ⟺ 
≽ 𝒎𝒐𝒏𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒏𝒆 

 
 
 
The third line uses the definition of utility function: 𝒖(𝒙) ≥ 𝒖(𝒚) if and only if 𝒙 ≽
𝒚. 



 
Analogously for the second part: 
 

𝒖	𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒕𝒍𝒚	𝒊𝒏𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒈 ⟺ 
[𝒙 > 𝒚 ⟺ 𝒖(𝒙) > 𝒖(𝒚)] ⟺ 

[𝒙 > 𝒚 ⟺ 𝒙 ≻ 𝒚] ⟺ 
≽ 𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒕𝒍𝒚	𝒎𝒐𝒏𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒏𝒆 

QED. 
 
Local-Nonsatiation   

 
“No bliss points.” (Not even local ones.) 

Let 𝐵3 	(𝑥) 	= 	 {𝑦: |𝑥	 − 	𝑦| 	< 	𝜀} .  

Defini&on  
≽ is locally non-saKated if for any 𝑥 and 𝜀 > 0, there exists 𝑦	 ∈ 	𝐵3 	(𝑥) with 𝑦 ≻ 𝑥.  

If u represents ≽, then t is locally non-saKated iff u has no local maximum. (Prove this!) 
 

Convexity  
“Diversity is good.”  

Defini&on  
≽ is convex if 𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦, 𝑥' 	≽ 	𝑦, and 𝛼 ∈ [0,1] imply: 

𝛼𝑥 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑥$ ≽ 𝑦		

≽ is strictly convex if 𝑥	 ≽ 	𝑦 and 𝑥' 	≽ 	𝑦, 𝛼 ∈ (0,1)	and 𝒙 ≠ 𝒙' imply  

𝛼𝑥 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑥$ ≻ 𝑦		

Does this make sense?  
 

Is 	𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑟	 + 	 	𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑒 a good thing?  
 



We now discuss several properKes of convex preferences.   
 

Contour Sets  

For x ∈ X , the upper contour set of x is 

𝑆(𝑥) 	= 	 {𝑦	 ∈ 	𝑋 ∶ 	𝑦 ≽ 	𝑥}  

Theorem  
≽ is convex iff 𝑈(𝑠) is a convex set for every 𝑥	 ∈ 	𝑋.  

Proof. 

⇒  Assume ≽ convex. We have to show that 𝑺(𝒙) is convex. To do so, take any two elements 
𝒚, 𝒚$ ∈ 𝑺(𝒙). 

By defini7on of 𝑺(𝒙), 𝒚, 𝒚$ ∈ 𝑺(𝒙) means that 𝒚 ≽ 𝒙 and 𝒚$ ≽ 𝒙. 

Convexity then implies that for all 𝜶 ∈ [𝟎, 𝟏], 𝜶𝒚 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒚$ ≽ 𝒙. 

But this implies that 𝜶𝒚 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒚$ ∈ 	𝑼(𝒙). 

In short: we showed that 𝒚, 𝒚$ ∈ 𝑺(𝒙) ⇒ 𝜶𝒚 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒚$ ∈ 	𝑼(𝒙) for all 𝜶 ∈ [𝟎, 𝟏]. 

This means that 𝑺(𝒙) is convex. 

⇐  We will prove by contradic4on. Assume 𝑺(𝒙) is convex, but ≽ is not convex. We have to find 
an absurd conclusion. 

Assume ≽ is not convex. Then there are 𝜶 ∈ (𝟎, 𝟏), 𝒚, 𝒚$ and 𝒙 such that 𝒚 ≽ 𝒙, 𝒚$ ≽ 𝒙 but 𝒙 ≻
𝜶𝒚 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒚$. This implies that 𝑺(𝒙) is not convex. 

In short: we showed that if  ≽ is not convex, then 𝑺(𝒙) is not convex for some 𝒙. This is equivalent 
to showing that 𝑺(𝒙) ⇒≽ 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗𝒆𝒙. 



QED. 

That’s why convex preferences are called convex: for every 𝑥, the set of all alternaKves 

preferred to x is convex. 

When the context is clear, we will write simply 𝑆 instead of 𝑆(𝑥), and interpret it as the set of 

alternaKves preferred to some unspecified 𝑥. 

Set of Maximizers   

Theorem  
If ≽ is convex, then for any convex choice set B, the set 𝐶∗(𝐵, ≽) is convex.   
If ≽ is strictly convex, then for any convex choice set B, the set  𝐶∗(𝐵, ≽) is single-valued (or 
empty).   

 
Proof. 
 
First part: 
 
Take any 𝒙 ∈ 𝑩. 
 
If 𝒚, 𝒚' ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽), then 𝒚 ≽ 𝒙 and 𝒚' ≽ 𝒙. 
 
Convexity then implies that for all 𝜶 ∈ [𝟎, 𝟏], 𝜶𝒚 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒚$ ≽ 𝒙. 
 
Since this holds for any 𝒙 ∈ 𝑩, it follows that 𝜶𝒚 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒚$ ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽).  
 
That is, 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽) is convex. 
 
Second part: 
 
Assume there are 𝒙, 𝒙' ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽) with 𝒙 ≠ 𝒙'. 
 



Then 𝒙 ≽ 𝒙 and 𝒙' ≽ 𝒙: defini4on of op4mal choices. 
 
Strict convexity then implies that for all 𝜶 ∈ [𝟎, 𝟏], one has 𝜶𝒙 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒙' ≻ 𝒙. 
 
But the first part of the theorem implies 𝜶𝒙 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒙' ∈ 𝑪∗(𝑩,≽).  
In words: if there are two different op4mal choices with strictly convex preferences, then it is 
possible to find an alterna4ve that is strictly bePer than at least one of them. This is absurd as 
the DM should have chosen this alterna4ve. 
 
QED. 

 
Convexity: Utility Functions  

The characterisKc of uKlity funcKons that represent convex preferences is quasi-concavity.  

Defini&on  
A funcKon 𝑢 ∶ 	𝑋	 → ℝ is quasi-concave if, for every x, y with 𝑢	(𝑥) 	≥ 	𝑢	(𝑦) and every 

𝛼 ∈ (0,1),  

𝑢	(𝛼𝑥	 +	(1	 − 	𝛼)𝑦) 	≥ 	𝑢	(𝑦	) 

A funcKon 𝑢 ∶ 	𝑋	 → ℝ is strictly quasi-concave if, for every x, y with 𝑢	(𝑥) 	≥ 	𝑢	(𝑦), 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦, 
and every 𝛼 ∈ (0,1),  

𝑢	(𝛼𝑥	 +	(1	 − 	𝛼)𝑦) > 	𝑢	(𝑦	) 

Theorem 
u is quasi-concave iff, for every 𝑟	 ∈ ℝ, the upper contour set 𝑆 = {𝑥	 ∈ 	𝑋 ∶ 	𝑢	(𝑥) 	≥ 	𝑟	} is 

convex. 

NotaKon: this is the same set of ‘preferred alternaKves’ we used before. We may write 𝑆(𝑥) if 

we want to highlight that these alternaKves are preferred to some specific 𝑥. Analogously, we 

may write 𝑆(𝑟) to highlight that these alternaKves achieve a level of uKlity no lower than 𝑟. If 

the alternaKve 𝑥 or the choice 𝑟 are generic, we may write simply 𝑆. 

Proof of sufficiency (⇒):  
 
Take any 𝒓 ∈ ℝ. 



 
Take two elements of 𝑺 = {𝒙	 ∈ 	𝑿 ∶ 	𝒖	(𝒙) 	≥ 	𝒓	}. That is, take 𝒙, 𝒙' such that 𝒖(𝒙), 𝒖(𝒙') ≥ 𝒓. 
 
Assume wlog that 𝒖(𝒙) ≥ 𝒖(𝒙'). 
 
Then: 

𝒖(𝜶𝒙 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒙') ≥⏟
𝒒𝒖𝒂𝒔𝒊9𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒂𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚

𝒖(𝒙') ≥ 𝒓 

 
 
This implies 𝜶𝒙 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒙' ∈ {𝒙	 ∈ 	𝑿 ∶ 	𝒖	(𝒙) 	≥ 	𝒓	}. 

This holds for any two elements in the upper contour set 𝑺 = {𝒙	 ∈ 	𝑿 ∶ 	𝒖	(𝒙) 	≥ 	𝒓	}, and any 

𝜶 ∈ [𝟎, 𝟏]. It follows that this set is convex. QED. 

Proof of necessity (⇒):  
 
Assume there is some 𝒓 ∈ ℝ, some 𝜶 ∈ (𝟎, 𝟏) and 𝒙, 𝒙$ ∈ 𝐒 = {𝒙	 ∈ 	𝑿 ∶ 	𝒖	(𝒙) 	≥ 	𝒓	} such that: 

𝜶𝒙 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒙$ ∉ 𝐒 = {𝒙	 ∈ 	𝑿 ∶ 	𝒖	(𝒙) 	≥ 	𝒓	} 

That is, 𝐒 is not convex. 

This means that 𝒖	(𝒙) 	≥ 	𝒓, 𝒖	(𝒙$) 	≥ 	𝒓, but 𝒖	(𝜶𝒙 + (𝟏 − 𝜶)𝒙$) < 	𝒓, for some 𝒓 ∈ ℝ, and some 

𝜶 ∈ (𝟎, 𝟏). 

This means that 𝒖 is not quasi-concave. 

In short, we showed that if 𝐒 is not convex for all 𝒓 ∈ ℝ, then 𝒖 is not quasi-concave. This is 

equivalent to showing that if 𝒖 is quasi-concave, then 𝐒 is convex for all 𝒓. 

QED. 



Convexity: Utility Functions  

Theorem  
Suppose u<lity func<on u represents preferences ≽. Then:  
 

𝑢	𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒 ⇔	≽ 	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑥 
 

𝑢	𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦	𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒 ⇔	≽ 	𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑥 
 

Exercise: prove this theorem. Proof follows directly from previous theorem. 
 
 
Warning: convex preferences are represented by quasi-concave uKlity funcKons.  
 
Convex preferences get that name because they make upper contour sets convex.  
 
Quasi-concave uKlity funcKons get that name because  quasi-concavity is a weaker property 

than concavity.   

 

Separability   

OPen very useful to restrict ways in which a consumer’s preferences over one kind of good can 
depend on consumpKon of other goods.  
 
If allowed arbitrary interdependencies, would need to observe consumer’s enKre consumpKon 
bundle to infer anything.  
 
ProperKes of preferences that separaKon among different kinds of goods are called separability 

properKes. 

Weak Separability: Preferences  
“Preferences over one kind of goods don’t depend on what other goods are consumed.”  

 
Consider 𝐽$, 𝐽% ∈ 𝑋 such that 𝐽$ ∩ 𝐽%, with complements 𝐽$> , 𝐽%> . 



 

Given a vector 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, let 𝑥?!  be the vector of those goods in 𝐽$ (analogous for 𝐽%).  

Defini&on  
≽ is weakly separable in 𝐽$, 𝐽% if for 𝑘 = 1,2, and for every 𝑥?"  and 𝑥?"

' , and for every 𝑥?"#  and 

𝑥?"#
' , one has: 

�𝑥?" , 𝑥?"#� ≽ �	𝑥?"
' , 𝑥?"#� ⟺ �𝑥?" , 𝑥?"#

' � ≽ �	𝑥?"
' , 𝑥?"#

' � 

 May extend for for than two subsets of 𝑋. 

 Preferences are weakly separable in 𝐽$ and 𝐽% if and only if uKlity funcKon (if it exists) is: 

𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑣 �𝑢$N𝑥?!O, 𝑢%N𝑥?$O, 𝑢N𝑥(?!∪?$)#O� 

 Strong separability: uKlity is addiKvely separable: 

𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑢$N𝑥?!O + 𝑢%N𝑥?$O 

 Quasi-linear uKlity: 

𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑥$ + 𝑣(𝑥%, … , 𝑥,) 


